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CAUTION!!

No-needle jet anaesthesia eliminates the risk of needle-stick injury. However, there remains the possibility of accidental self-injection.

To avoid injury to yourself and/or your patient, please:

- Read this instruction manual thoroughly before attempting to use your jet injector
- Always wear finger protection
- Make certain that the filling chamber of your jet Injector has an adequate volume of anaesthetic solution prior to cocking the lever
- Always hold the injector in the vertical position (release button up, tip down) whencocking the lever
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No-Needle Anaesthesia for No-Scalpel Vasectomy

Introduction

There’s something remarkable about being able to provide profound local anaesthesia without resorting to the use of a needle. We have become so accustomed to believing that this is the only “real” method to deliver anaesthesia, which it is nothing short of extraordinary to witness otherwise. When originally developed by Dr. Robert Hingson (Figure 1) as the “hypospray”, straight out of Star Trek, it seemed a futuristic improbability…like a better mouse trap. But a better mouse trap it appears to be, capable of delivering a profound numbing, with a fraction of the volume of anaesthetic solution and in a fraction of the time compared to needle delivery. Best of all, men who fear the needle are reassured and perhaps more likely to consider vasectomy as an option for permanent birth control once their families are complete.

Vasectomy is a safe and effective method of permanent male contraception. In the United States, it is employed by nearly 7% of all married couples and performed on approximately one-half million men per year, more than any other urological surgical procedure.

Historically, some men have shied away from vasectomy because they fear the pain and possible complications. In clinical practice, however, one of the commonest voiced concerns is that of ‘the needle’ for injection of local anaesthetic into and through the scrotal skin. Efforts to enhance the popularity of vasectomy have led the Chinese to develop refined methods of no-scalpel vasectomy that minimize trauma, pain and
The introduction of ‘no-scalpel’ vasectomy has successfully allayed many men’s fears with regard to the scalpel. The success of the Chinese in attaining these goals is evidenced by a complete reversal of the ratio of male to female sterilizations (now 3:1, respectively) in favor of vasectomy in the Sichuan province of China.\(^6\)

The option of receiving local anaesthesia without a needle is a particularly welcome one for many men, which may have some significant advantages for the popularity of vasectomy. Conventional vasal block needle anaesthesia in no-scalpel vasectomy involves the use of a 25 or 27 gauge 1 ½″ needle used to raise a wheal at the median raphe at the junction of the upper 1/3 and lower 2/3rds of the scrotum; it is then advanced its full length toward the external inguinal ring on each side where further anaesthetic solution is deposited.\(^7\)

Weiss and Li modified and refined the jet injection technique for vasectomy described in this manual, attaining a close to 100% efficacy rate with no need for supplemental anaesthetic.\(^8,9\) The goal of this no-needle jet anesthesia approach is to simplify the surgical technique and to reduce men’s fear of vasectomy.

**Method**

1. **General Preparation:** A warm room temperature (20°C to 25°C) is set up in advance to facilitate relaxation of the scrotal skin. A thin, relaxed scrotum will assist in both the administration of anaesthesia and the performance of the no-scalpel vasectomy. The scrotal skin is shaved, preferably in advance, and the penis is retracted by means of a
rubber band placed around the glans and secured with a clamp to the patient’s shirt.

2. Jet Injector Preparation: The MadaJet® (MADA Medical Products, Carlstadt) has been widely used in the fields of dermatology, cosmetic and plastic surgery, gynecology, dentistry and podiatry.\(^{10, 11, 12, 13, 14}\)

The Mada injector and its components are fully auto-clavable for the purpose of sterilization. So, following sterilization, using sterile technique, a drop of lidocaine solution is placed over the seal on the injector head to promote a good seal with the filling chamber and the filling chamber is filled with approximately 4 cc of anaesthetic solution, 2% lidocaine without epinephrine. The jet injector assembly is then attached to the filling chamber. The main injector assembly is pumped back and forth, then fired several times in order to “prime” the mechanism and to clear any potential debris or contaminants from the tip prior to first use after filling. When filled to capacity, the injector should have sufficient solution for about four cases using the technique described. A grooved spacer/sheath, specially designed to accommodate the diameter of the vas, is fixed over the tip of the injector.

3. Surgical Preparation: To ensure the jet injector functions well, the pre-loaded injector is fired once immediately before each case.
With the surgeon standing on the patient's right side, using standard no-scalpel vasectomy 3-finger technique (and using the protective finger cot), the vas is firmly trapped between the middle finger, the index finger and thumb of the left hand thus fixing the right vas and separating it from the spermatic cord vessels and manipulating it to a superficial position under the scrotal skin at the median raphe.

After the scrotal skin is swabbed with alcohol, the spacer-covered tip of the injector is placed with groove fitting over the vas, firmly but gently, just to the left lateral aspect of the median raphe at the junction of the upper 1/3rd and lower 2/3rds of the scrotum.

Accurate placement may be confirmed with a slight lateral movement of the tip against the vas...the back and forth movement should move the vas as well and be perceived by the grasping fingers. Three injections are administered sequentially, proceeding from proximal to distal, 4-5mm apart along the left lateral aspect of the median raphe.

The left vas deferens is grasped in a similar fashion with 3 sequential injections, proceeding from proximal to distal, 4-5mm apart now along the right lateral aspect of the median raphe at the junction of the upper 1/3 and lower 2/3rds of the scrotum and adjacent to the previous 3 injections conventional vasal block with needle injection for no-scalpel vasectomy, there is no skin wheal or local edema to pinch following the administration of the anaesthetic. Moreover, jet injection results in a completely different dispersal pattern. The lidocaine solution is forced through a tiny opening under high pressure. What exits is a very fine stream which acts as a virtual needle and passes through the skin without difficulty.

The difference between this and a steel needle delivery system is that the jet stream expands in a cone-shaped distribution as it passes through the skin and subcutaneous tissue down to a
depth of penetration of up to 6mm, perfusing all the tissues in its path. The sensation is often described as not unlike a small rubber band against the skin. More importantly, the anaesthetic effect takes just seconds and is more profound than that achieved with conventional needle delivery. The injection sites are identified by pin-point areas of slight blanching. The jet injector is fired after patient anaesthesia and must be disinfected appropriately (e.g. with soaking in Madacide-FD® solution) prior to next use. The spacer/sheath is changed between patients and may be sterilized for repeated use.

The injections are placed such that the right vas is brought up and injected just under the left lateral aspect of the median raphe and the left vas is brought up and injected just under the right lateral aspect of the median raphe. This achieves two results. Firstly, the surface anaesthesia may be described as a series of intersecting circles at each of the injection points. The four to six intersecting circles provide sufficient surface anaesthesia for performing the initial skin puncture and spreading in no-scalpel vasectomy technique. Secondly, there will be sufficient anaesthesia of the scrotal septum by this ‘cross’ anaesthesia further reducing the risk of intra-operative discomfort.

After the completion of “jet” injection anaesthesia, the patient may be sterile prepped and draped and proceed to vasectomy without further delay.

**Notes and Tips**

The no-needle anaesthesia technique comprises a series of precise maneuvers executed in a specific sequence, not unlike no-scalpel vasectomy. With attention and adherence to detail, the practitioner should achieve adequate proficiency upon completion of about 10 cases. The author cautions the user to observe these steps as described in order to achieve the desired result of a painless vasectomy with minimal risk to surgeon or patient. The major advantages of this jet injection technique are:

1. Anaesthesia with 1/10th the volume of lidocaine normally required when using a needle.
2. Rapid onset (seconds vs. minutes with a needle).

3. Profound anaesthetic effect resulting in a virtually painless vasectomy.

4. Elimination of the needle with subsequent reduction of men’s fear of vasectomy.

The injection itself leaves a pinpoint mark at the entry site that is easily recognizable in most men. This is less obvious in men of color and the surgeon may choose to mark the scrotum with a marking pen in these cases in order not to lose the area of anaesthetic application.

Another means of “finding the spot” to apply the ring clamp following anaesthesia, is to squeeze gently in the likely area, expressing a small drop of blood from the entry points and thus revealing them. There are cases where the median raphe is not pigmented or easily identified once the surgeon has applied the 3-finger technique. In these cases it is appropriate to simply “guesstimate” the desired area of application of anaesthesia.

It is highly recommended that 3-finger technique be respected. By doing so, the surgeon displaces the vas away from other scrotal structures. The variable vessel that travels with the vas is also thus protected beneath the crest of the loop of vas as it is tented up. Furthermore, the force of the jet stream can cause the vas to roll to one side or another. The combination of 3-finger technique and the use of a specially designed grooved spacer will reduce the possibility of rolling. This is significant in that rolling of the vas may increase the risk of chord hematoma (because the vas is not absorbing the impact...
of the stream) and reduce anaesthetic efficacy (because the vas is not absorbing the bulk of the stream). Chord hematoma may occur if the injector is fired in the same location more than once. Never fire the injector in the same exact location more than once! It is advisable to avoid superficial skin vessels where possible.

There are rare cases where jet injection anaesthesia is less effective than the use of a needle. In particular where there has been previous scrotal surgery with adhesion (e.g. previous vasectomy, vasovasostomy), the surgeon would do better to use conventional vasal block by needle. Where the scrotal skin is thickened and ruddy, often from chronic habit scratching, one may witness excessive blanching of the skin on application of the jet injector. This indicates that the lidocaine is being deposited more superficially as a function of the tissue resistance. Again, in these rare cases the operator is better off using conventional needle anaesthesia delivery. Where a testicle is located high in the scrotum and/or the vas is tight and short, it may be technically difficult to apply the jet injector, as it would be to use a needle. The surgeon must use their best judgment in these atypical cases.

The jet injectors themselves require regular cleaning, maintenance and inspection. The MadaJet® System (MADA Medical Products, Inc. Carlstadt, NJ) should be disinfected between patients in a Madacide-FD® or other disinfectant approved by MADA (cold sterilization/disinfection times vary by solution, manufacturer’s instructions should be followed). The stainless steel sheath must be sterilized between patients. The injectors and their components should be flushed with distilled or demineralized water, ultrasonic cleaned and autoclaved each day of use (the main body of the injector unit should be only partially immersed for ultrasonic cleaning so that no liquid enters the spring chamber). Firing the injectors both before and after use helps to clear any possible debris. Over time, with use and maintenance, the head assembly will fit and function best with its original injector body. Care should be taken to maintain the same pairing of heads and bodies if the practitioner owns more than one injector.

With continued use, wear and tear will cause deterioration of the numerous rubber O-rings that
maintain seals within the unit. As a result, the unit will not function properly and the anaesthetic effect will be compromised. The manufacturer can replace the worn seals and provide other maintenance chores. Pay attention to the sound of the injector when it fires. Under normal circumstances, each shot produces a quiet “phhht” sound. With time and wear, this may turn into a louder popping sound. The onset of “popping” may signal time for maintenance. The combination of popping and reduced anaesthetic effect is a sure sign of need for servicing of the unit.

These guidelines apply to the MadaJet® straight head injector. The pressure setting may be adjusted by request. There have been suggestions over time that a “low” pressure may be “safer”. One could make the analogy with a scalpel blade. If one made a scalpel blunt, it would be “safe” but wouldn’t do the job. Most surgeons want a sharp scalpel. It is more the technique of how the scalpel is applied than its sharpness that determines efficacy and complications. Extensive study and trial involving over 6,000 patient uses over several years was used to determine the optimal setting and technique for no-needle anaesthesia for no-scalpel vasectomy. Lower pressure settings and different technique, though one might think otherwise, may lead to passage of the jet stream through the scrotum and diminished anaesthetic effect.

While the jet injector eliminates needle stick injury and syringe waste management, it introduces the possibility of self-injection of the operator’s third digit through such an exit wound, though this is exceedingly rare when using the 3-finger no-scalpel vasectomy technique exactly as described. This can occur when the injector is empty or close to empty of anaesthetic solution, or with malfunction (also rare) of the unit. It must be stressed that the injector be vertical when cocked and this becomes more critical as it approaches the empty state (a full chamber can provide enough anaesthetic for 3-4 cases when used as described). However, the theoretical possibility of an exit wound still exists and the surgeon is advised to protect his or her self.

The use of a protective finger cot may provide protection. Custom molded finger cots are available for this purpose. Unfortunately, the use of a finger cot creates an insensate barrier to the third digit when palpating the vas deferens. The surgeon may find it takes some time to adapt. With time, however, it will become second nature.
Troubleshooting

The injector should be maintained in a vertical or near vertical position at all times. This prevents liquid from entering the upper spring chamber and ensures that anaesthetic solution enters the head assembly when the lever is cocked. If the filling chamber is nearly empty, this is particularly crucial. If insufficient solution is available, as occurs if the injector is cocked in a horizontal or empty context, the anaesthetic effect may be diminished.

If the vas is not anchored adequately with 3-finger technique, it may tend to roll. The anaesthetic solution is displaced, with less than adequate numbing as a result, and there may be increased risk of chord hematoma.

Thickened and ruddy scrotal skin, or prior scrotal surgery with resultant scar tissue, will impede the jet stream and reduce efficacy. In the former case one will often notice excessive blanching of the scrotal skin surface with each injection.

The vas can have a tendency to roll as a function of the jet stream pushing it to one side or another. Good 3-finger technique and the use of a specially grooved spacer together serve to anchor the vas making movement, or rolling, unlikely. Rolling may also result in passage of the jet stream along adjacent vessels and resultant chord hematoma.

Failure to achieve adequate numbing after a series of successful cases may indicate need for servicing of equipment as a result of wear and tear on the sealing rings. The ExtendaTip® will require replacement if the stream it emits is not clean and straight replacement is indicated if the stream appears fuzzy.

The ExtendaTip® must be securely tightened on the nose assembly. The ExtendaTip® may require tightening with the supplied miniature wrench following shipment to you (as evidenced by the exit of solution from around the ExtendaTip® nut seal during firing). Service is recommended at least annually. Regular ultrasonic cleaning prolongs the life of the injector components.
1. The scrotal skin is cleansed with alcohol and the right vas deferens is isolated using standard No-Scalpel Vasectomy 3 finger technique.

2. The first injection is made over the right vas deferens at the median raphe at the junction of the upper 1/3 and lower 2/3rds of the scrotum.
3. Without releasing the 3-finger hold, the injector lever is re-cocked against the physician’s left thenar eminence.
4. Two more injections are made 3-5mm apart going distally from the first injection.

5. Similarly, the left vas deferens is grasped using 3-finger technique and the process of three injections is repeated on the left side.
6. Each injection point is identified as a pin-point area of blanching.

7. Following sterile prep, the vasectomy may proceed immediately.
8. The ring clamp is applied between the 2nd and 3rd pair of pin-point injection marks. The ring clamp is applied between the 2nd and 3rd pair of pin-point injection marks.

For more information about no needle no-scalpel vasectomy, please visit

www.vasectomy.ca

www.vasectomystore.com
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